
SOPRANO 1

Bar 5 - very precise - no rushing 
Bar 7 - no sliding, and make the second ‘D’ bright
Bar 8 - articulate doo doo doo doos - each time with a ‘d’
Bar 14 - very quick growth up to the Bb then diminuendo down the scale
bar 17 - build up - then keep the same volume you got to after the rest 
and build more. 
bar 22 - the last note of each “you” should be loudest. 
Bar 24-25 - I want to hear more ‘y’ in the “you” remember we've added in 
a ‘you’ at the beginning of bar 25.
bar 26 - stay nice and strong while the sop 2’s change note,
Bar 27 - really shape the ‘ooh’
bar 29 - diminuendo the last two beats
Bar 32 - molto crescendo through 32, into 33, then HIT the ‘you’ in 34. 
Bar 34 - give a little drop to the sound, then build. Finish OPEN
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 44 - NO crescendo on the ooh, but it has to start at a warm mp - 
begin the crescendo on ‘haunt’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!
Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Then a MASSIVE 
crescendo to at least forte on the second note of “afraid”
Bar 50 - marcato on ‘If I risk’. So not tooooooo smooth, but not staccato 
either. 
bar 53 - diminuendo on the word ‘fall’
Bar 58 - Do NOT come in early. Hit the sound. Enjoy all the off beat stuff. 
Bar 61 - lower the volume onto the ooh in 62. 
bar 63 - build up, and crescendo through 64 - finish open again.
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.



SOPRANO 2

Bar 6 - articulate doo doo doo doos - each time with a ‘d’
Bar 7 - check the vowel changes - it’s essentially ooh oh ah 
Bar 8 - grow throughout the bar and finish loud.
Bar 14 - crescendo through the whole bar, so your note comes through 
the texture. Shade off through bar 15. 
bar 17 - build up - then keep the same volume you got to after the rest 
and build more. 
bar 22 - the last note of each “you” should be loudest, but in bar 23 i 
also want plenty of the first note too.
Bar 24-25 - I want to hear more ‘y’ in the “you” remember we've added in 
a ‘you’ at the beginning of bar 25.
Bar 26 - I like it when you keep strong on the change of note. It’s good.
Bar 27 - really shape the ‘ooh’. you're the female part with the most 
harmony so let me hear it.
Bar 29 - diminuendo through the note.
Bar 30 - be precise on the starting of the ooh. Pitch the note before you 
sing it. I don’t want any scoops into it. Talk to each other to find out 
where to breathe at different points so the sound stays uniform. 
PARTICULARLY between 31 and 32, I want it to be seamless. 
Bar 32 - molto crescendo through 32, into 33, then HIT the ‘you’ in 34. 
Bar 34 - give a little drop to the sound, then build. Finish OPEN
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 44 - NO crescendo on the ooh, but it has to start at a warm mp - 
begin the crescendo on ‘haunt’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!
Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Then a MASSIVE 
crescendo to at least forte on the second note of “afraid”
Bar 50 - marcato on ‘If I risk’. So not tooooooo smooth, but not staccato 
either. 
Bar 51 - grow a little on to the last note of the bar. 
bar 53 - diminuendo on the word ‘fall’
Bar 57 - No fall on the word ‘I’ Be very exact.
bar 62 - slightly quieter



Bar 63 - marcato on each word. very pronounced. Build through this bar 
and the next. Finish OPEN
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.

ALTO 1

Bar 5 - refresh the note into bar 6.
Bar 6 - Super legato please. The complete opposite of the soprano ‘doo 
doo doo doo’. Make it very shaped.
Bar 7 - refresh the note again.
Bar 8 - crescendo through the three notes and finish strong.
Bar 14 - really lean from this bar onto the C# in bar 15
Bar 16 - still give some crescendo, in this bar and in bar 17 even though 
you’re just holding notes.
Bar 19 - make it a really raw earthy sound. Medieval
Bar 21 - sweeter
Bar 23 - plenty of C#. It clashes wonderfully with what the sopranos are 
doing.
Bar 24 - crescendo through this bar and bar 25.
Bar 26 - change ‘ooh’ to ‘oh’
Ba 28 - Change the ‘g’ to a minim. So sing through the entire bar.
Bar 29 - Be very precise through the diminuendo down the scale. Finish 
the line brightly but quietly.
bar 30 - be precise on the starting of the ooh. Pitch the note before you 
sing it. I don’t want any scoops into it.
Bar 32 - large crescendo all the way to end of bar 34
Bar 35 - slight swell back, then a large crescendo - finish strong
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!
Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Use the rest, and 
attack the ‘if’ in bar 50
Bar 51 - really shape up the phrase
Bar 52 - use the rest. Bouncy rest



Bar 53 - diminuendo down the scale, and then be precise with the ooh 
entry
Bar 56 - build. be dramatic!
Bar 57 - finish strong
Bar 58 - Do NOT come in early. Hit the sound. Enjoy all the off beat stuff. 
Bar 61 - lower the volume onto the ooh in 62. 
bar 63 - build up, and crescendo through 64 - finish open again.
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.

ALTO 2

Bar 5 - grow into bar 6
Bar 8 -  crescendo through the three notes and finish strong. The vowels 
are effectively ooh oh ah
Bar 14 - build up the ‘D’ into bar 15, and let it clash with the Alto 1. Same 
for bar 16-17
Bar 19 - make it a really raw earthy sound. Medieval
Bar 21 - sweeter
Bar 24 - crescendo through this bar and bar 25.
Bar 27 - really shape the ‘ooh’, even though the harmony isn’t 
particularly exciting
Bar 29 - diminuendo through the note.
Bar 30 - be precise on the starting of the ooh. Pitch the note before you 
sing it. I don’t want any scoops into it.
Bar 32 - large crescendo all the way to end of bar 34
Bar 35 - slight swell back, then a large crescendo - finish strong
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!
Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Use the rest, and 
attack the ‘if’ in bar 50
Bar 51 - really shape up the phrase



Bar 52 - use the rest. Bouncy rest
Bar 53 - diminuendo
Bar 54 - shape along with the rest of the parts, even though you’ve only 
got one note. 
Bar 57 - No fall on the word ‘I’ Be very exact.
bar 62 - slightly quieter
Bar 63 - marcato on each word. very pronounced. Build through this bar 
and the next. Finish OPEN
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.

TENOR 1

Bar 5 - very precise - no rushing 
Bar 6 - crescendo through the note
Bar 7 - No sliding - make the second ‘D’ bright
Bar 8 - finish loud
Bar 14 - crescendo into 15, then shade off
Bar 17 - shade down into bar 18
Bar 19 - make it a really raw earthy sound. Medieval
Bar 23 - the ‘A’ is important, keep it present in the texture
Bar 24 - build up. 
Bar 29 - be quite strong on this first note, then diminuendo through the 
bar
Bar 34 - crescendo into the next bar, then swell back a little and surge to 
the end of the bar. Finish loud and open.
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!
Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Then a MASSIVE 
crescendo to at least forte on the second note of “afraid”
Bar 50 - marcato on ‘If I risk’. So not tooooooo smooth, but not staccato 
either. 
Bar 51 - an important note
bar 53 - diminuendo on the word ‘fall’



Bar 54 - precise start to the ‘ooh’ - no scooping. crescendo into the 
second note, then diminuendo in the next bar. 
Bar 56 - crescendo on to the second note, and carry on building. Make 
the ‘doo’s very exact and really build up.
Bar 58 - Do NOT come in early. Hit the sound.Then each ‘doo’ needs to 
be detached. No linking any of them up.
Bar 61 - lower the volume onto the ooh in 62. 
bar 63 - build up, and crescendo through 64 - finish open again.
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.

TENOR 2

Bar 5 - very precise - no rushing 
Bar 6 - crescendo through the note
Bar 7 - No sliding - make the second ‘D’ bright
Bar 8 - finish loud
Bar 14 - crescendo into 15, then shade off
Bar 17 - shade down into bar 18
Bar 19 - make it a really raw earthy sound. Medieval
Bar 24 - let it flow. Build through 24 and 25
Bar 29 - be quite strong on this first note, then diminuendo through the 
bar
Bar 34 - crescendo into the next bar, then swell back a little and surge to 
the end of the bar. Finish loud and open.
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!
Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Then a MASSIVE 
crescendo to at least forte on the second note of “afraid”
Bar 50 - marcato on ‘If I risk’. So not tooooooo smooth, but not staccato 
either. 
Bar 51 - an important note
bar 53 - diminuendo on the word ‘fall’



Bar 54 - precise start to the ‘ooh’ - no scooping. crescendo into the 
second note, then diminuendo in the next bar. 
Bar 56 - crescendo on to the second note, and carry on building. Make 
the ‘doo’s very exact and really build up.
Bar 58 - Do NOT come in early. Hit the sound.Then each ‘doo’ needs to 
be detached. No linking any of them up.
Bar 61 - lower the volume onto the ooh in 62. 
bar 63 - build up, and crescendo through 64 - finish open again.
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.

BASS 1

Bar 1 - begin with a warm presence. Very precise on the starting note.
Bar 3 - begin the crescendo. make it very large into bar 5
Bar 6 - enjoy the ‘G’ let it blend with the Bass 2
Bar 8 -  crescendo through the three notes and finish strong. The vowels 
are effectively ooh oh ah
Bar 10 - join the bass 2 on the ooh. Start gently, but precisely, then grow 
into the next note. Similar in bar 12 to 13
Bar 14 - use the rest. Bounce on it.
Bar 16 - crescendo into 17. Stay strong for your lead into bar 18, then 
diminuendo.
Bar 18 - definitely make sure you diminuendo, but then do swell into 19
Bar 19 - make it a really raw earthy sound. Medieval
Bar 21 - be percussive. 
Bar 23 - change the semiquaver words to “da da da”
Bar 25 - come off the note after one beat
Bar 26 - keep the sound energised. 
Bar 29 - diminuendo through the word fall. 
Bar 34 - crescendo into the next bar, then swell back a little and surge to 
the end of the bar. Finish loud and open.
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!



Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Then a MASSIVE 
crescendo to at least forte on the second note of “afraid”
Bar 50 - marcato on ‘If I risk’. So not tooooooo smooth, but not staccato 
either. 
Bar 51 - grow onto the ‘G’
Bar 52 - crescendo up the line, attack the ‘fall’ in bar 53, and then 
diminuendo.
Bar 54 - precise start to the ‘ooh’ - no scooping. crescendo into the 
second note, then diminuendo in the next bar. 
Bar 56 - crescendo on to the second note, and carry on building. Make 
the ‘doo’s very exact and really build up.
Bar 58 - Do NOT come in early. Hit the sound.Then each ‘doo’ needs to 
be detached. No linking any of them up.
Bar 61 - lower the volume onto the ooh in 62. 
bar 63 - build up, and crescendo through 64 - finish open again.
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.

BASS 2

Bar 1 - begin with a warm presence. Very precise on the starting note.
Bar 3 - begin the crescendo. make it very large into bar 5
Bar 5 - swell into bar 6
Bar 8 -  crescendo through the three notes and finish strong. The vowels 
are effectively ooh oh ah
Bar 10 - Start gently, but precisely, then grow into the next note. Similar 
in bar 12 to 13
Bar 14 - use the rest. Bounce on it.
Bar 16 - crescendo into 17. Stay strong for your lead into bar 18, then 
diminuendo.
Bar 18 - definitely make sure you diminuendo, but then do swell into 19
Bar 19 - make it a really raw earthy sound. Medieval
Bar 21 - be percussive. 
Bar 23 - change the semiquaver words to “da da da”
Bar 25 - come off the note after one beat
Bar 26 - be very percussive. marcato on each note. 



Bar 27 - the whole bar is one note. this is different later so make sure 
you mark the distinction
Bar 29 - be very careful with the pitch of this note. Make it nice and 
bright. Then get quieter 
Bar 32 - ‘hum’. Do NOT scoop onto the note. Be very precise.  Bud each 
one so that you arrive at 
Bar 43 - loud. Change the vowel to an AH. Don’t worry about getting 
quieter, just give me lots of bass
Bar 43 - make a really sharp ‘sh’ sound, then take off all the volume. I 
want a huge difference between the two notes on ‘shard’
Bar 46 - shade off, but don’t cut off the sound too soon. Don’t try to 
pronounce the ’t’ at the end of past, but make the ’s’ very short. No 
snakes!
Bar 48 - start ‘know that I won’t be’ at a quiet mp. Then a MASSIVE 
crescendo to at least forte on the second note of “afraid”
Bar 50 - marcato on ‘If I risk’. So not tooooooo smooth, but not staccato 
either. 
Bar 51 - grow onto the ‘C’ - this is the difference to mark that I 
mentioned before for bar 27
Bar 52 - crescendo up the line, attack the ‘fall’ in bar 53, and then 
diminuendo.
Bar 54 - precise start to the ‘ooh’ - no scooping. crescendo into the 
second note, then diminuendo in the next bar. 
Bar 56 - crescendo on to the second note, and carry on building. Make 
the ‘doo’s very exact and really build up.
Bar 58 - Do NOT come in early. Hit the sound.Then each ‘doo’ needs to 
be detached. No linking any of them up.
Bar 61 - don’t lower the volume too much onto the ooh in 62. I want lots 
of your part
bar 63 - build up, and crescendo through 64 - finish open again.
bar 70 - quieten down. 71 needs to be piano, and 72 pianissimo.
Bar 72 - To finish the word, I want you to breathe out when the note 
ends. The last thing I want is a loud ‘L’ at the end, so breathing out 
eliminates that.


